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Guide to project mapping for Environmental Trust grant applications
The NSW Environmental Trust provides grant funding to a wide range of groups and organisations across
NSW to assist in conserving, managing and restoring the environment of NSW. To determine to highest
priorities for investment, the Trust requires all applicants to submit detailed proposals outlining their projects,
including information on the environmental issue they are addressing, what they will do to deal with that
issue, and their capacity to achieve success. As a part of this process, all applications for funding must
provide information on where their project will take place - specifically a regional context and site maps.
This guide has been developed to assist applicants to Trust grant programs to prepare project maps of an
appropriate standard to support their application. The content sets out a minimum standard of map that must
be provided with all applications. In addition, this guide may also be used by current grantees to assist them
prepare new maps for their projects.
The Trust acknowledges that our applicants include a wide range of groups and organisations from both
government and the community, with varying levels of capacity, expertise and resources. Likewise, there are
also a number of technical options available for map creation accessible to applicants, for example,
Geographic Information System (GIS) software such as ArcMap and MapInfo. While applicants may utilise
any option they have available to them to create their project maps (i.e. GIS software), all maps produced
must comply with the minimum content requirements outlined in this document.
To assist applicants who may not have proprietary GIS software available to them, this guide includes
detailed advice for using the freely available Google Earth Pro to develop your application maps.
This guideline includes the following:
•

Guidance on how to download and access Google Earth Pro and additional useful layers;

•

Provide an overview of the relevant functions contained in Google Maps Pro to create your maps;

•

Locate, mark (pin) and name your project site;

•

Create polygons (areas) and lines to delineate the scope and activities for project sites / work zones;

•

Add key features to the map and measure key parameters using available functions e.g. distance,
area etc.;

•

Insert a map title and legend, scale and north arrow;

•

Save your final project site scale map product; and

•

Create a regional location context map and save.

Why are maps required?
A good map allows the Technical Review Committee to assess the scale and layout of your project area, as
well as providing context of surrounding landscape features such as reserves, waterways, vegetated and
urban areas. Mapping also helps to convey considerations such as terrain limitations, and proximity of
previous or existing projects that may have relevance to your proposed project.

What are the minimum standards required by the Trust?
For grant applications, it expected that you will provide mapping that shows the project location within NSW
(regional location context map), and a project site scale map which shows the expected work area(s) and
zone(s). Two or more maps may be required to clearly show this. The Trust will, however, accept a single
map that includes both the project site scale map with an embedded regional location context map. This is
conditional upon the applicant including the minimum required content for both.
NOTE:

Maps are to be digitally produced (i.e. they should not be hand-drawn).

The content included within the examples of both the regional location context and project site scale maps
on Pages 19 and 20 respectively should be considered as the minimum standard that all applicants should
comply with regardless of the mapping software used. Note that each map includes a scale, legend, title and
north arrow.
Failure to provide maps in your application that do not comply with these minimum standards may result in
your application being considered as less competitive than other applications.
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How to develop project location mapping using Google Earth Pro software
Google Earth Pro is a free software program which can be downloaded and used to view high
quality satellite imagery and produce maps. To download and install a copy of Google Earth Pro to
your PC or Mac, hold “Ctrl” and click the below picture, or simply click this link.

A series of web tutorials are available at the following link for those wishing to gain a thorough
understanding of Google Earth Pro and its functionality.
A basic step-through guide for developing maps for applications to Environmental Trust grant
programs is provided below.

Tips and useful
information have been
provided in green boxes
like this one.

Having trouble or need help?
If you require assistance at any stage, please contact Environmental Trust grant administration
staff on (02) 8837 6093

Enquiries or questions
NSW Environmental Trust
Telephone:

02 8837 6093

Email:

info@environmentaltrust.nsw.gov.au
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Step 1.

Access Google Earth Pro from your desktop.
Upon accessing the program, you will be presented with satellite imagery of Australia, as per the screen shot below.

The ‘Places’ window
houses any points, lines
and polygons that you will
draw in to the map and
saves them to your hard
drive for later use.

You can orient your
map to North or toggle
between 2D and 3D
map view using the
compass circle.

Zoom in and out
using the slider
bar on the right of
screen, or your
mouse wheel.
The ‘Layers’ window
provides a set of
selectable features
including ‘Borders
and Labels’, which
will help you to orient
your location.
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Step 2.

Download the NSW Spatial Services NSW Globe layer by clicking this link.
Opening this file will add a new set of search options (e.g. by address, Lot, POI, Property Suburb) as well as a new set of selectable layers.

Downloading and
opening the NSW
Globe file will add
a suite of
selectable layers
including property
and administrative
boundaries.

Information on
NSW Globe,
including terms
and conditions of
its use, can be
found in the
automated popup box which will
appear when you
open the
downloaded file.
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Step 3.

Locate your project site using the search functions and in combination with a visual confirmation on the map.

Find your project site
or area using the
‘Search’ bar. You can
enter either Address,
Lot no., GPS
coordinates, address,
or nearby Points of
Interest to help “zero
in” on your site.

You will notice that NSW
Globe is displaying
additional information for
New South Wales. You
can toggle the options on
and off within the Layers
window. You should
now turn off the
‘Imagery’ option.
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Step 4.

Zoom to the project site and adjust / move / centre the screen to show the area you wish to mark / highlight within your maps.

In this example, we
will focus on this
valley near Glen
Davis in the NSW
Central Tablelands.
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Step 5.

Create a place marker to show your project location and label it with your project name.

Use the ‘Add
Placemark’ button to
add a central point
for your project
location.

You can move (edit)
the location of the
marker while ever the
dialogue box is open.

Label the point
using the title of
your project
proposal.
You will notice that NSW
Globe is displaying
additional information for
New South Wales. You
can toggle the options on
and off within the Layers
window. You should
now turn off the
‘Imagery’ option.
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Step 5 (continued).

Pressing “OK” in
the dialogue box
will save the
created point to
‘My places’.

To edit the location
of the drop pin, or
rename, right click
the marker and
select ‘Properties’.
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Step 6.

Add polygons (areas) and lines show the scope and activities for all of your project sites/work zones.

Use the ‘Add polygon’ button to
draw areas for inclusion within the
project. You can add as many
vertices (points) as required. Right
clicking a vertex will delete it. Add
as many polygons as necessary to
show the extent of project works

Name the polygon in the dialogue box and
add a description. Edit its outline colour,
internal colour and level of transparency
using the ‘Style, Color’ tab (see next page).
You can also determine the area of the
polygon using the ‘Measurements’ tab.
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Step 6 (continued).

Add as many points, polygons and
lines as necessary to show site
features and intended activities.
Edit their colours and labels to
make visual assessment easier.

As you add features, they will
be saved to your ‘My Places’
menu. Right click any feature
and select ‘Properties’ to
make any further edits.
In this example, revegetation
and weed control corridors
have been added, along with
new fencing, signage and an
animal road crossing.
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Step 6 (continued).

Right clicking a polygon,
selecting ‘Properties’ and then
the ‘Measurements’ tab will
allow you to determine the area
of your sites and may assist
with budgeting requirements.
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Step 7.

Prepare your project site scale map contents.

Use the ‘Save Image’
button to generate a
title, legend, scale
and north arrow.

Click on the
‘Untitled Map’ box
to enter a title and
description.

Click on the ‘Legend’
box to edit its contents.
The listed order will be
alphabetical.

A scale and North
arrow will be
automatically added.
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Step 8.

Save your project site scale map.

When you have added
a map title and edited
the legend contents,
select the ‘Save Image’
button.
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Step 8 (continued)

Save your map to your
hard drive. The file type
will automatically save
as a ‘jpeg’ file.
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Step 9.

Prepare your project site scale map by setting the map view to a regional level.

Edit the project title and legend
contents as necessary.

Show the project
location in context
of its regional scale
by showing nearby
towns or other
significant features.
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Step 10.

Repeat the save map process for your regional context map.

Save your map to your
hard drive. The file type
will automatically save
as a ‘jpeg’ file.
Your map files are now ready to attach to your application.
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Before closing Google Earth

Right click on the ‘My Places’ icon,
select ‘Add’ then ‘Folder’ and give it a
name. Drag and drop all of your project
features (points, polygons and lines to
this folder for later reference. These will
be available under My Places the next
time you open Google Earth Pro. You
can now close the program.
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Sample finished project site scale map.
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Sample finished regional location context map.
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